ABSTRACT. In order to the second order Cauchy problem (CP2):
a strongly continuous family C(i)in L(X) with [IC(t)[[ _< Me
't for >_ 0 such that (w , ) C p(a) and R(,A) "-f e-xtC(t)dt for > w, then we say that A generates the (exponentially bounded) ,,-times integrated cosine function C(t) (see [1] ), and write (a,c(t))(or A, or C(t)) Gn(M,w,X). Set G,(w,X) UM>oG,(M,w,X) and G,(X) U>0G,(w,X). The definition of integrated semigroups see e.g. [6] , and the corresponding notations G,(M,w,X), G,(w,X) and G,(X) also can be introduced.
It is known that a 0-times integrated cosine function consists with a cosine function, while the following relationship can be shown by the same method in [4, Th.3.5] .
0 I PROPOSITION 1.1. (a, C(t)) G,(X)iff (A,C(t)) G,+,(X), where A ( a 0 ) and C(t) ( C(t) t"l/n fg C(s)ds ) mr O.
(
The basic properties of integrated cosine functions now can be deduced from Prop.l.1, the properties of Laplace transforms and integrated semigroups (cf. [6] ). We omit the details. (e) C(t)x D(A), fd(t-s)C(s)xds D(A) and a fg(t-s)C(s).rds C(t)x-t"x/nl for z X; ac(t)x C(t)Ax and C(t)z f(t-s)C(s)Azds + t"z/n for x D(A).
PROPOSITION .2. Let (A,C(t)) G,(M,w,X) (k)
(f) fg C(s).rds D(A) and a fd C(s)xds C'(t)x t"-z/(n 1)! for x X; C(t)x D(A) and AC(t)x C"(t)x -t"-.r/(n 2)! for x X:, where X, {x fi X; C(.)x C'(R+,X)}.
(g) C(t).q'(s)+ S(t)C(s) {ftt+'-f}(s + r)'-tS(r)dr/(n 1)!, where S(t) fd C(s)ds. Then A + qB 6-G,(X) for every q with ]ql < 1/loo.
In the case m 0, since loo 0 (see [9, Lemma] ) and (b3) can be replaced by fg C(s)(X)ds 6-D(B) for > 0, Theorem 3.2 (with m 0) is consistent with [9, Pop.l.
We now turn to the perturbation problem of (2rn + )-times integrated cosine fimctions. (6) .
COaOLLArt .2. Let (A,C(t))rr_ G,(X) and IIC(t)ll < Mt'eW'(t > 0) for some 0 < d < n.
If k n 2m and m is the least integer> (n-d-2)/2, then (A,T(t)) rr_ GIn(X).
In the sequel, we infer to, e.g., [10, III] for analytic integrated semigroups, and write (A,S(t)) .
H,(8,to, X) for A generating the analytic n-times integrated semigroup S(t) of type (9,w). Case k n. Since lim,_+oC(t)z/t" z/n! for z. X, we have (cf. (7) Tim results relating to Cor.4.4 see [5, 8] . PROOF. Let C(t) be generated by A. We first show that for x (5 D(A') and t, s >_ 0 2c("")(t)c(:")()x c(:")(t + ) + c(")(It 1).
In fact, set Px AR(A:, A) for A > w and y R(Ao, A)"'x for some Ao > w, then (Px + Pu)Y fF f2e-t-"c(m)(t)C(')(s)Ydsdt 2PaP.y (Pu-Px)Y + f fd e-'t-"'(C()(t + s)y + C()(I sl)y)dsdt for, > A > w, and so (8) It now follows from (9) that B Go(Y). The rest can be proved in [2, 3] . After the paper w accepted, the author understood that the equivalence of (a) and (b) h been extended to the ce D(A) X by Shaw and Li [7] . But Th. 
